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97. Spectral Properties of Random Media

By Shin OZAWA
Department of llathematics, Osaka University

(Communicated by K6saku YOSIDA, M. . A., Dec. 12, 1984)

This note is a continuation of our previous papers Ozawa [2], [3].
We consider a bounded domain /2 in R with smooth boundary
We put B(e;w)={xeR;Ix--wl}. Fix _1. Let0/(e;w(m))
_Z2(;w(m))___..- be the eigenvalues of --z/(----div grad) in 9,)
--9\?__B(;w)) under the Dirichlet condition on its boundary.
Here h denotes the largest integer which does not exceed m, and
w(m) denotes the set of h-points ){w }__e LetV(x)>0 be C1-

class function on/2 satisfying

V(x)dx 1.

We consider/2 as the probability space with the probability density
V(x)dx. Let /2= l-]=1/2 be the probability space with the product
measure.

In this note we give the following"
Theorem 1. Fix e [1, 3). Assume that V(x)O. Fix0 and

k. Then, there exists a constant (fl)O independent of m such that
lim P(w(m) e 9 m’-(-" I[(/m w(m))--/,le)= 1

holds for any 0 and ’ e [0, (fl)) Here l, denotes the k-th eigen-
value of --+4am-V(x) in [2 under the Dirichlet condition on F.

We give a short sketch of our proof of Theorem 1. In the fol-
lowing we use notations and terminologies in [2]. We have the
ollowing

Lemma 1. Fix e [1, 3). Suppose that u e C(oo) satisfies
(-+m’)u(x)=O, x e

u(x) 0, x e o F
and

max {lug(x)[ x e BrOo}=M(m),
r= 1, ., . If OBr o)--, then we put M(m)=0. Under the above
assumption, there exists a constant C independent of m such that

\r=l

+C(o/m)(’)-/ , exp
r,s=l

holds.
By using Lemma 1 we get the following
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Proposition 1. Fix fle [1, 3)and 0. Then, we can take 0,
Y e (--1, 2) such that

lim P(w(m) e

holds.
We have the ollowing probabilistic result.
Proposition 2. Let (u(w(m))}7__ be a sequence of L(2)-valued

random variables on tO such that u(w(m))ll(,)_l. Fix fl e [1, 3).
.Then we can take >0, 7 e (/9--1, 2) such that

lim P(m-(-’)+ I](H(,) -(,))(u(w(m)) ()

_
)= 1

holds for any
By using the same argument as in Ozawa [2] we get Theorem 1.
The readers may refer to Kac [1], Rauch-Taylor [5] Papanicolaou-

Yaradhan [4], Simon [6] and the literatures cited there or related
opics.
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